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Machine Transcription & Dictation
Synopsis

Preparing students for real-world practice, MACHINE TRANSCRIPTION AND DICTATION, 6E provides an abundance of practice for developing the listening, keying, and formatting skills required to transcribe business documents. It also helps students sharpen their business English proficiency. English Skills Reviews and Applications in each chapter emphasize grammar, capitalization, word usage, spelling, and proofreading skills inherent within the documents to be transcribed. Realistic documents represent various fields of employment. Packaged with the textbook, a Transcription CD includes all the dictation plus Express Scribe and Windows Media Player software, enabling students to use a foot pedal, mouse, or keypad to advance through the documents. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
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Customer Reviews

THIS BOOK WAS A REQUIREMENT FOR A COLLEGE COURSE, IT IS EXTREMELY REDUNDANT THO. MY TEACHER MADE US DO 4/5 OF EACH OF THE PRACTICE DOCUMENTS WHICH WAS 80 DOCUMENTS FOR THE WHOLE COURSE AND ITS JUST THE SAME THING OVER AND OVER AND OVER. THE MAIN THING WAS TRANSCRIBING LETTERS
OVER AND OVER. THE LATER CHAPTERS INCORPORATE A SMALL AMOUNT OF LEGAL AND MEDICAL DOCUMENTS AND THE LATER CHAPTERS USE HARDER ACCENTS AND FOREIGN ACCENTS. I WOULDN'T SUGGEST USING THIS BOOK UNLESS YOU ARE TAKING THE COLLEGE COURSE BECAUSE IT'S NOT LIKE YOUR GONNA GET THIS BOOK AND DO IT AND THEN GO OUT AND GET A JOB TRANSCRIBING. IN SHORT ITS BASICALLY JUST TYPING WHAT YOU HEAR, SO IF YOU ARE WANTING TO GET THIS BOOK JUST TO PRACTICE OR SOMETHING I WOULD SUGGEST TYPING WHAT YOU HEAR WHILE YOU WATCH TV OR SOMETHING.

I not happy that in the description it didn’t mention that it was taped, to my knowledge because i cant see the detail of the book. Rips that the item has i think was way too sugarcoated. I will keep cause i need the book cd, but seriously. Not happy. My rate 4 out of 10

It was stated that the book came with the (CD-ROM), but did not. The the book is not any good without it.

I found this book to have many different reviews in it, other than being a machine transcription and dictation book. This book reviewed grammar and punctuation too.

The book is pretty good. It has vocabulary skills, commonly mistaken words, & tells you how to modify your transcription letters.
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